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By Maura Graham

Exhilarating, exciting, and
exuberating are just some words
you could use to describe the
fantastic performance by the
Black History Club. The audience
loved the singing, dancing, and
African music and poetry
intermingled within the show. The
student body especially enjoyed
the concert performances by “The
Jackson Five” and “James
Brown.” Mrs. Avery and the
senior leaders put on an enticing
performance that entertained
everyone.
The Black History Club taught
the audience the impact of
African culture on American
music. African dance, beat, and
rhythm have developed into the
modern day entertainment we all
love. African music has been
intertwined into rap, R&B, and
hip hop. The old-fashioned
African dance moves of swinging
arms, tapping feet, and fast-beat
music have transformed into the
“pop, lock and drop it” and “one,
two step” dance moves we all
know. The beginning of  the show
contained a dance performance
that included African drumming
and dance. The audience realized
how moving and incredible

African dance can be. The
students and parents were
amazed at the different exotic
movements performed by the
dancers. One parent even said, “I
have been to dozens of  school
performances put on
by Hall and Conard,
and this show is the
best one by far.”
Manny Simpini and
Dean Spence gave a
little dose of
traditional drumming
and showed the roots
of modern-day
drumming. Toward
the end of the show,
the Black History
Club followed
through on the
previous drumming
with an outstanding
drumming
performance by Nick
Balkun that showed
the dramatic change African
drumming has undergone. The
clapping and screaming heard
after Balkun’s performance
confirmed that the students and
administration loved the sound,
and that the Black History Club
had made their point.
Based on the loud screaming,
clapping, and concert atmosphere

created by “The Jackson Five”
and “James Brown,” the students
obviously loved the music. Chris
Prescott, Dean Spence,
Barrington (BJ) Bogle, Theo
Agnew, and Bradford Marrow

truly became the “Jackson Five”
and acted as if they were real
artists and singers. Caitlin Kearns
said, “Their enthusiasm for the
performance was felt and seen by
the whole audience.” Brandon
Marshall, a senior leader, said his
favorite act was “definitely the
‘Jackson Five’ and ‘James Brown’
scene.” Brandon enjoyed the

audience’s reaction; it made him
feel “that all the stress and
practices involved were worth it.”
Vanessa Willis once again showed
her beautiful singing talent while
singing some swing. The parents

at the evening
performance were
bobbing and dancing in
their seats. Finally, who
could get over the
musical stylings of
Theo Agnew?  With rap
being as popular as it is,
students could not stop
talking about Theo’s
performance. His dress
and appearance
portrayed him as a real
rapper and added to
the concert feel. The
whole theme of the
Black History Club
show was summarized
in the final “James
Brown” performance

by Alex Pryor. James Brown had
a gigantic impact on American
music and life, and the last act
attested to the fact that African
Americans have contributed a lot
to the growth of America. When
asked what he thought of the
show, Patrick Graham was
rendered speechless, and the only
words that came out of his

mouth were, “wonderful, just
absolutely spectacular!”
Mrs. Avery and all the members
of the Black History Club should
be applauded for all their work.
Each and every person
contributed to the success of the
show, from sharing their own
ideas on how to make the show
better, to actually performing in
the show. Brandon Marshall said
the Black History performance
was his favorite part of  the Club,
and he will miss it the most.
Bonds were formed within the
Club, and everlasting friendships
began. Brandon admits that he
will miss “Theo’s jokes, Alex’s
dance moves, and Cierra’s piano
playing.” The closeness of the
club was demonstrated when
Marshall recollected the last
performance and said, “As soon
as the curtain closed on the last
performance all the senior leaders
embraced each other on center
stage.” For Brandon Marshall,
the show was better than
anything he ever expected. Some
advice he gives the future Black
History Club is “Start now!
Don’t hesitate to use outside
resources. Make plenty of
announcements, and always have
copies of everything! Stay
positive!”

By Celina Marquis

We have all clicked on the internet
icon at school and been
automatically brought to the
Northwest Catholic school
website. By allowing the
community to check Edline, get
sports updates, or see
what events are on the
school calendar, the
school website is a
valuable tool for alumni,
parents, faculty, and
students. However, with
the year 2008 came
changes for the familiar
site. Upon returning
from Christmas break, a
good portion of the
student body, as well as
the faculty, was rather
surprised to hear that
the old school website was getting
a complete make-over.  According
to Principal Mrs. Margaret
Williamson, “The site was last
overhauled in 2002 and it really
needed refreshing, modernizing,
and updating.” Students and
faculty agree that the renovation
was a welcome change.
A great deal of  collaboration and
teamwork was put into this
project, with Director of
Communications Mrs. Michelle
Murphy, President Mr. Matthew
Fitzsimons, Head of Admissions
Mrs. Nancy Bannon, and
Principal Mrs. Williamson, all
taking part in creating the
updated version of  the website.
The idea of updating the school
website originated with two
major ideas in mind. The first was
direct control over the

By Keelan Ledwidge

Last year, a French teacher at
South Windsor High School
decided to expand her students’
learning experience from their
desks to their computers at home.
She contacted a teacher in France
that she knew, and together they
decided to establish an exchange
program with their students
through email. Now, this idea has
reached Northwest Catholic,
thanks to French teacher Mrs.
Yvonne Ellis-Rousseau.
Last December, Mrs. Ellis-
Rousseau, a friend of the South
Windsor High French teacher,
spoke with her about the
program that had come to thrive
there. She obtained the name of
the teacher in Vendee, France, and
contacted her about possibly
assigning pen-pals to correspond
with Northwest French students.
Fortunately, the teacher was able
to assign a portion of her
students to respond to NWC
students’ emails. Thus, the French
Pen Pals program was born at
Northwest.
Starting on December 10, the
students from the two French 3
classes sent the teacher in Vendee
emails describing their interests.
The teacher examined these
descriptions and matched their
interests with her students’
interests as closely as possible.
The students then began
corresponding. As of March,
each French 3 student had sent
an email, and at least four
students received responses.
Sophomore Nicole Lacouture
says, “It’s pretty cool, we’ve just
been talking about what we like
to do, where we live, what we
study, things like that. We’ve sent

pictures of ourselves too. [My
penpal] writes to me in English
and I write back to her in
French.” She added, “I think it’s
really interesting, because I get to
know someone who’s my age, and
is just like us, but lives in France.
We get to see what kids in other
parts of  the world are like. It’s
also great because I get to practice
writing French, but it’s in a fun
and interesting way.” Casey
Lynch also added, “It’s really
interesting to think what it’s like
in France, and to find out what
life is like over there.”
So far, Mrs. Rousseau has been
quite satisfied with the results of
the experiment. “I’ve been very
pleased,” she said, “especially
because this has been happening
for just a few months. It’s great
progress.” The teacher of  the
students in France has also
considered it a great success. She
also informed Mrs. Rousseau of  a
suggestion that many of her
students put forth. They spoke a
lot in their emails about possibly
using “MSN” to communicate
faster, since it is difficult to
rapidly and continuously
communicate through email. To
some befuddled students in her
French 3 classes, Mrs. Rousseau
offered a translation. “I believe
the students were referring to
AIM, which is what most
American kids use to
communicate in this way.”
Currently, Mrs. Rousseau and her
contact in France are working on
possibly establishing a form of
communication like this between
the students.
After three months, the French
Pen Pals exchange program has
been a considerable success, and
there is reason to believe that it
will continue.

information. “We wanted to be
able to update the site ourselves
instead of relying on a
webmaster,”said Mrs. Williamson.
The second was the need for the
site to be modernized, a need
which was apparent to those who
regularly used the site.

Planning for the renovations of
the school website began last year,
when the preliminary designing
was done. By June, the layout of
the site had been put together and
designs were finalized. In October
and November, Mrs. Murphy and
Mrs. Karen Tyler, former
Administrative Assistant to Mrs.
Williamson, learned how to put
all of the information on one all-
inclusive site, so that by December
the site could be launched.
Compared to the old site, the new
site is much more modern-
looking and can be changed and
updated more quickly and easily.
It also includes some new special
features. The site has a variety of
pictures and also has more space
for school news. Another
addition is an “alert” box on the
main page for important recent

information. The new website will
be updated as often as is needed,
so information will remain
current. When asked what her
favorite part of the new website is,
Mrs. Williamson stated simply
that it is “the ease of updating”
that makes it appealing.

From a parent or student’s
point of  view, the new site is
much more user-friendly.
You can find anything you
are looking for with only a
few clicks of  the mouse.
According to senior Melissa
Cartagena, “The new site is
great. It’s fancier, looks
better than before, and is so
much easier to use and find
things, especially when time is
limited.”
Overall, the renovation of
the school website has been a

success. It is safe to say that when
it comes to internet and computer
skills, Northwest has shown that
it will always strive to adopt any
new technological advancements.
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COMMENTARY

A Snow Day Reflection:
March is a good time of year,
especially this year, for reflection.
The current year is a good
opportunity for an examination of
self and life because it seems as if
spring will never come.  Here it is
mid March, with Easter in a few
days, and look what happens—
snow, sleet, rain with more of the
same predicted.  Temperatures
reminiscent of winter, rather than
predictive of spring. We are all still
prisoners of nature, alone and
separated from others, shut up in
our isolated homes.  And so, with
the darkness of winter still
omnipresent and no sign of spring
in the offing, I like to examine
myself.
Contrary to many others, I find
that like to be alone.  I can coexist
with a long winter.  I am often
envious of Thoreau who lived
“alone in the woods, a mile from
any neighbor, in a house which [he]
had built myself, on the shore of
Walden Pond.”
Therefore, I have chosen relaxation
activities which don’t require others

… a quiet run immediately after a
snowstorm when the world is
perfect and white … a late fall
afternoon alone in the solitude of
the golf course lit by the setting sun
… a bicycle ride over the rolling
hills of Martha’s Vineyard at the
tip of the island … or curled up in
front of the fireplace with a good
book, one that I’ve read before.  It’s
like renewing an acquaintance with
an old friend.
And so I say to myself … I could
be like Thoreau … I could live
alone with nature, with books, with
activities.
But then I have come to realize I
have other needs … reminiscing
with an old friend … touching the
hand of a loved one … working
with a group to achieve common
goals.  These times also bring
pleasure.
This reflection, these two ideas, a
person alone and a person as a
member of a community, reminded
me of the English social
philosopher, John Locke.  In his
writings, Locke talks about both
the individual man and man a part

of the state.  Individual man in his
original state is inherently good
and characterized by reason and
tolerance.  As unique individuals,
people are equal and independent
and have a right to individual life,
liberty, and property.
However, what happens, as it did
with me, is that eventually man
decides that the individual pursuit
of pleasure and happiness when
conducted rationally leads to
cooperation with other people, and
in the long run, private happiness
and the general welfare coincide.
Immediate pleasures give way to a
prudent regard for the common
good.
Thus the state is formed by this
social contract. In nature, each man
is his own judge, and there was no
protection and assistance.  In
joining with others, the individual
gives up some of his individual
rights in order to benefit from the
help and protection of the group.
He gives up individualism to live
under the just laws of the state.
We need to consider this social
contract here in school.  By coming

to Northwest Catholic you give up
some of your rights.  For example,
you can’t come to school in jeans
and a tee shirt.  But, there are
benefits.  At Northwest Catholic,
you receive a great education in a
Catholic environment filled with
wonderful friends, teachers, club
moderators, administrators, staff,
coaches, who really care about you,
and many, many opportunities.
In order for the contract between
you and the school to work, there
needs to be respect, a respect that is
mutual and reciprocal.  In this
relationship, you owe the school
something, and the school owes
you something.  You have
responsibilities towards your
teachers, and they have obligations
to you.  You need to be caring
towards your fellow students, and
they in turn will return that love
and respect.
Northwest Catholic is a small state
and you’ve chosen to give up some
individual rights in order to gain
some very positive results. But this
state won’t work if each one of us,
students, teachers, staff, and

administrators, doesn’t meet his or
her responsibilities.
Spend some time and evaluate your
life.  Think about your relationship
with the Northwest community.
And as winter inevitably turns to
spring, try to renew your energies
and fulfill your responsibilities, so
that the Northwest Catholic will be
a special place for all this spring.

If you turn on the television today,
it is difficult to avoid news about
Britney Spears or Paris Hilton.
These celebrities and the problems
that plague their lives inundate us
daily. Even when we view
advertisements, we see movie stars
like Penelope Cruz selling makeup
and sports stars like David
Beckham selling clothing. It is
sickening to think that these stars
need even more money and fame
than they already have.
If we are not receiving inane news
about celebrities or accepting their
endorsements of sneaker brands,
we hear about the disasters in the
world, tragic wars and conflicts
that seem as if they will never end.
In such a situation, it is difficult to
see how the average American
citizen can hope to reach the level
of “success” of the celebrities or
help alleviate the great suffering in
the world.
However, every so often we open
the newspaper or turn on the
television and see a story about
someone famous who has used
their power, money, and position
to improve the world. For example,
Angelina Jolie, the movie star, is
well-known for her work with
third-world countries, bringing
attention to countries such as

Cambodia and Ethiopia by visiting
and adopting children. When she
gave birth to her daughter, Shiloh,
she sold the rights to the first
pictures to People Magazine and
gave the millions of dollars she
earned to charity. Bob Geldof, a
punk rocker, started the Live Aid
performances to raise money to
assist people suffering from famine
in Africa, and raised about $150
million in one day’s performance.
Bono, another rock star, joined
with Bobby Shriver to create
(PRODUCT) RED. This
organization raises money for the
Global Fund, which helps people
who are affected by HIV/AIDS in
Africa. Many companies have
joined this effort. By including
items with the (RED) logo in their
stock, they pledge to donate some
of their profits to the Global Fund.
This allows consumers to purchase
items they need or want at a
regular price and still help a charity.
Philanthropist celebrities such as
these individuals prove that money
and fame do not always “go to
your head.” It is possible to enjoy
your success but also use it to
improve the lives of others.
However, although these specific
individuals used their celebrity
status and vast wealth to propel

their organizations, such
opportunities are open to all
individuals. In South Africa, the
system of apartheid, which
discriminated against blacks in the
interests of the white minority,
seemed an established way of life.
However, one man, Nelson
Mandela, led the effort to end this
prejudiced system. Although he
was put into jail for his actions to
end apartheid, he was eventually
elected president of South Africa in
a democratic election. In America, a
similar operation was led by
Martin Luther King, Jr., who
inspired Americans to put their
differences aside and unite for the
Civil Rights Movement. He too
was jailed, and even assassinated
for his beliefs, but the dream he
inspired lived and found its
fulfillment in the Civil Rights Act of
1964, which outlawed segregation
and discrimination.
Neither of these individuals was
much different than the average
American is. They were simply able
to harness the talents and courage
they had and address problems
they saw in the world. These
individuals were not afraid to
challenge the status quo, to dissent
from the majority and seek their
own path. They did not always

accept the indoctrination of their
leaders, because they felt in their
hearts that something was wrong.
They did not choose the easy path.
But, as Robert Frost realized,
sometimes, taking the road “less
traveled by” makes “all the
difference.” Often, the best way to
know that we are doing something
to change the world is if we
encounter resistance. If the way is
easy, maybe we are not trying hard
enough. Jesus emphasized this
point in his Beatitudes: “Blessed are
you who are persecuted for
righteousness’ sake.”
The challenge, then, is to do
something that will be noticed, that
will upset the people who are
content with the current situation.
Those who wish to change the
world cannot be apathetic. They
must begin to look at the problems
in the world around them and find
small actions that can make a
change. As Mother Teresa said,
“We can only do small things with
great love.” Any action taken, even
if it seems insignificant, can be a
force to change the world as long
as we perform it with compassion.
Once small actions of love are an
integrated part of life, global efforts
no longer seem like a stretch. They
are simply the next step in changing
the world.
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Autism. This is a word that you
have probably heard dozens of
times. Do you really know what it
means? Do you really understand
all that goes along with being
diagnosed with autism? Maybe
not, but April is Autism
Awareness Month, so we should
all pay a little more attention.
Autism is, in its simplest
definition, a brain disorder. It is a
complex condition, with various
forms. In fact, in the medical
community, they refer to the
Autism Spectrum, which
encompasses dozens of different
levels of autism. Some of these
forms are worse than others, and
some allow people to live
practically normal lives. Autism is
however, the most common
condition on the Autism

Spectrum, but others, such as
Asperger Syndrome, are very
common as well. Unfortunately,
the number of children being
diagnosed with autism in the
United States has risen to 1 in
every 150 in the last eight years.
The basic form of autism impairs
one’s social skills and
communication skills. Sure, on
paper, this doesn’t sound so bad;
but imagine if your child could
not make eye contact with you; it
would be heartbreaking. Another
very common manifestation of
autism is repetitive or self-abusive
behaviors, such as rocking in a
chair or banging one’s head
against the wall. These behaviors
can be extremely dangerous to the
person’s health. In addition,
those diagnosed with autism tend

to be extremely sensitive to light,
sound, and touch, often having
“sensory overloads”. Finally,
children with autism (most are
diagnosed as toddlers or young
children) learn to speak later than
others, lack proper interaction
skills, and are more likely to
develop further medical problems,
such as epilepsy. In short, this
disease is terribly debilitating.
While this situation sounds
terribly grim, it is not hopeless,
not at all; that is why Autism
Awareness Month exists.
Currently, scientists do not know
for certain what causes autism.
Many however, hypothesize that
it develops as a result of genetics
and environmental effects.
Presently, there is no cure for
autism, but early intervention and

treatment methods have proven
to be quite successful over the
years. The majority of  treatment
revolves around behavioral and
educational therapy.
Research into autism and its
causes is being done around the
country. Organizations like the
National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and
Stroke (NINDS) and the Autism
Research Institute (ARI) strive to
discover the causes of autism,
prevent of autism, and treatof
autism.
Autism is a mysterious condition
that affects a large percentage of
Americans, but the more aware
the general public is about this
disease, the more light we can
shine on it to hopefully, one day,
cure it.

For more information on autism
and the Autism Spectrum, please
visit www.ninds.nih.gov or
www.autism-society.org.
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NEWS

By Mrs. Michelle Murphy

During a visit to Northwest Catholic on February 29, 2008,
Archbishop Henry J. Mansell congratulated four seniors who have
been named Finalists by the National Merit Scholarship Program –
the largest number in school history.

The four students are (from left) Kenneth G. Rousseau, son of  Mrs.
Yvonne Ellis-Rousseau of  Collinsville and Mr. Henry Rousseau of
Burlington; Jessica C. Gioia, daughter of  Ms. Alisa Conte of  Rocky
Hill; Carolyn G. Spalluto, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Spalluto of
West Hartford; and Hannah L. Pelton, daughter of  Mr. & Mrs.
Russell Pelton of Enfield.

“These students have worked very hard to excel not only in their
studies, but also in numerous activities,” said Principal Margaret
Williamson. “They continue to enhance the community of
Northwest Catholic with their gifts. This is an incredible honor for
these students, their families, and our school.”

Qualification as a Finalist is based on the scores the students earned
on the PSAT/NMSQT taken in October of  junior year. About 1.4
million students took the test at that time, and about 15,000 were
named Finalists.

By Melissa Cartagena

On February 9, 2008, Northwest
Catholic sent 35 students from
the Jazz Choir, Jazz Band, and
Jazz Combo to the Berklee Jazz
Festival for the 40th annual
competition. This festival began
in the spring of 1969, when Lee
Eliot Berk founded the first
annual New
England High
School Stage
Band Festival.
This original
festival attracted
21 bands from
New England
and New York.
Since then, the
festival has
grown to more
than 150
schools from all
over the United
States. Bands
travel across the country to reach
Boston, Massachusetts and take
part in the festival.
Leading the students from
Northwest at the competition
were Mr. Sinclair, band director,
and Mr. Avery, choral director.
Mr. Sinclair, who only joined the
Northwest staff  this school year,
comments, “My first festival with
Northwest Catholic was filled
with many emotions. I was
excited for the opportunity to
show my fellow educators my
group and to perform, nervous
for the students and myself as we
prepared to perform, and happy
that all of our hard work paid
off.” Indeed, all the effort of  the
students who participated paid
off. The students made history
when the Jazz Band received an
Honorable Mention, a feat that
had never before been
accomplished at our Northwest
Catholic. In fact, our school was
one of only four Connecticut
schools to earn an award of  any

By Julie Cleary

This semester a new group has
been introduced at Northwest
Catholic called Justice Walking,
or J-Walking.  It offers students
an introduction into prophetic
ministry and an immersion into
the spirituality of Gospel-living.
The small but mighty group at
Northwest includes Mrs.
Bournique, Mr. Sutherland,
Mrs. Gillespie, Hannah Pelton,
Eric Kelly, and Molly Mullane.
J-Walking is described as a
conversion process that brings
teenagers into life-affirming
relationships, guided by the
Gospel and the Catholic social
teachings. This program is
offered through Catholic
Charities. It lasts for three to six
months and it is “prophet-
raising.” In other words, the
goal of the organization is to
form small communities with
adults and teenagers. J-Walking
discusses the Gospel message
and the implications of the
Catholic social teachings. This
group can also be seen as a
pilgrimage or a spiritual
journey, because the J-Walkers
grow so much in their faith and
spirituality. The members of  the
group look at current realities,
at their life experiences, and into
their own hearts. J-Walking
members can use the example of

prophetic people who have
revealed the potential of a life
lived with integrity and
compassion to help guide their
own lives.

J-Walking started with an
overnight retreat, and it will also
end with one. At Northwest, the
group will meet twelve times
over six months. Six of  these
meetings are held at an agency
that the group adopted. The J-
Walking group at Northwest
has adopted the Center for
Community, an after-school
program in Hartford, as the
place where its off-campus
meetings will be held. February
28th was the first time they
visited the Center for
Community. Mrs. Gillespie said
that the group worked on a
craft project, but that their
focus was getting to know the
children. The members were
challenged to meet at least two

children and learn five things
about them before the day was
over. Hannah Pelton met a little
girl who was very excited to
learn that she shared a name
with Hannah Montana. Molly
Mullane worked hard to
motivate the children so they
would enjoy making “lion
pillows.”
At each meeting, the members
choose a challenge to help live
out the Gospel more
deliberately, through praying
and reflecting on their
experiences at the Center in
February, as well as discussing
the book they are reading and
the theme of the organization.
The members have decided that
their challenge for the next two
weeks would be to notice
someone whom they would
otherwise overlook.
Faculty leader Mrs. Gillespie
described the group as “not just
a service project. It is for
building relationships with
people and meeting the children
in the after-school program.”
This is the first time that the
group has been introduced at
Northwest. It is open to all
juniors and seniors, but requires
an application and a serious
commitment. Mrs. Gillespie
states that “it is an intense
experience, and you need to be
ready to have your life
changed.”

By Sarah White

The entire Northwest Catholic
community looks forward to
seeing “Syncopate”, the
Northwest Catholic Dance Team,
perform at pep rallies and
basketball games. The team is
made up of  two divisions, the
Varsity members, Rachael
Lathrop (captain), Elise Huehner,
Anna Kurak, Merideth Lathrop,
Erin Neagle, Nicole Poirier, Sarah
Purple, and Melissa Soutar; and
Junior Varsity members, Noelle
Bellefleur (captain), Shannon
Allen, Emelie Buell, Rachel
Godbout, Sabrina Gomez, Teddie
Mucha, Cara Seward, and
Sheona Thullier. The team is led
by dance and English teacher Ms.
Kerri Smith.
Ms. Smith has high goals for
“Syncopate”. “The dance team is
a fusion of process
and product.  The
dancers work very
hard on technique
and physical
conditioning, as
well as learning
several difficult
routines…My goal
is to make the
Dance Team a
Varsity sport...The
dancers work as
hard as any other
teams do, and I
would like to see
them
acknowledged as
such.  I am also looking forward
to working with the cheerleaders
to choreograph an exciting open
routine.  I think that would be
fun.”
Eight out of the ten entries that
the team performed at Regionals
are moving on to Nationals this
summer, taking place in Orlando,
Florida. Their success at

Regionals, with awards for all ten
of  their numbers, gives high
hopes for another successful
competition this summer. The

team won a special merit award,
one first place award, seven
second place awards, and one
third place award. This impressive
accomplishment shows how
much hard work the team has
done during the year.
This record is great for
Northwest Catholic, but it cannot

be forgotten that the team does
much for our school spirit. At
basketball games and pep rallies,
Northwest students look forward
to seeing the exciting
performances. Ms. Smith has her
favorites among the dances:
“‘Run the Show’, ‘Off  the Wall’
and ‘Far From Over’ were my
favorites.  ‘Run the Show’ was a
routine that blended belly-funk
with hip hop, and it incorporated
the entire team. ‘Off  the Wall’ was
a high energy, old-school hip-hop
routine (I’m a huge Jackson fan).
‘Far From Over’ was a difficult,
fast-paced jazz routine that had a
really great costume, and the
Varsity girls did a wonderful job
with it.  It’s one of my favorite
jazz dance songs,” she said.
Everyone who has seen the Dance
Team perform has their favorite
number, from slow, graceful ballet

numbers to fast
paced hip-hop
routines; the team
never ceases to
amaze and excite
the crowd.
Syncopate, which is
only in its second
year at Northwest
Catholic, has
made an
impression and is
sure to stay. The
dancers, besides
having bonded
personally and
formed lasting
friendships, have

learned new skills and are sure to
continue amazing the crowd with
their moves and talent. They have
a bright future ahead, and the
Northwest community wishes the
best of luck to the team as they
move on to Nationals. Their
talent and skill is sure to get them
far.

J-Walkers Work to Grow in Faith and Spirituality

NWC Wins 1st Award at Berklee Dance Team Again Makes National Competition

(Top) Sophomore Dance Team
member Merideth Lathrop strikes a

pose at a halftime performance.
(Below) “Syncopate” entertains the
student body at a recent pep rally.
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intense experience, and
you need to be ready

to have your life
changed.”

The Advanced Jazz Band performs for the judges at
the prestigious Berklee Jazz Festival.

kind at Berklee this year. Mr.
Avery notes, “Both groups
performed incredibly well and I
am very proud of the fact that the
Jazz Band received an Honorable
Mention. Next year I hope that
both groups can score higher and
continue to perform at the
highest level.” Mr. Sinclair adds,
“I couldn’t be happier for the

outcome of  this year’s Jazz Band
performance. The students
worked hard and deserve the
award. Next year’s jazz band is
already looking to be another
award-winning ensemble. “Look
out Berklee, here we come!”
In addition to the Honorable
Mention awarded to the Jazz
Band, seniors Chris Brown and
Brian Flanagan were given
recognition for their individual
performances. Chris Brown was
named an Outstanding Vocal
Soloist for his performance of
“Fly Me to the Moon.” Brian
Flanagan was honored as an
Outstanding Instrumental Soloist
for his trombone performance of
“Freddy the Freeloader.” The
students returned to a thrilled
Northwest, knowing that they
had worked tirelessly to prepare
for the competition and proud to
see their success. We can look
forward to seeing great things
from our jazz program in the
coming years.
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Archbishop Mansell Congratulates National
Merit Finalists During Annual Visit to Northwest
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NEWS
By Jaclyn Diaz

Have you ever wondered how
people are able to determine the
real art from the fake? Through
an opportunity with the Bio Bus,
the Northwest Catholic AP Art
class was able to determine just
that.
For a period and a half, the class
analyzed paint samples to
determine their authenticity. For
the project, the class used the
same technology as the DNA
electrophoresis lab. Such a
process would be used to identify
genuine pieces of art, because
each artist has a distinctive
composition for their paint which
is easily identifiable. The purpose
of this project was not only to
distinguish the real art from the
fake, but also to look at art
through a scientific perspective.
When approached by Mrs.
Murphy, head of  the science
department, Mrs. Oates, head of
the art department, thought that
this project was a good idea for
her class. “Science and art mesh in
a lot of ways like ceramics with
chemistry, and mathematics and
perspective.  This lab was a great
way to get that point across,” she
says. The project was also a break
from the stressful course load of

the class. “Normally people think
art is a good stress reliever but
when you take AP Studio Art
that usually isn’t the case.”
With a class of  five seniors, AP
Art is for the students who want
to work with art on a college level
or want to work with art for their
careers. At the beginning of  the
year the students made a strong
commitment to the class. They
then create a portfolio consisting
of  three parts: quality,
concentration, and a section that
covers the artists’ skill set. The
quality section has the artist’s five
best pieces and is created in the
second and third quarters of the
year. The concentration part of
the portfolio has twelve pieces
total that are all linked by a
common investigation in art
theory or an art question that the
student picks at the beginning of
the year and works with
throughout the year. The last
section shows the evolution of
the artists’ work. At the end of
the year the students hand in
their portfolios to be graded by
College Board in order to be
given college credit. Although not
strictly part of the curriculum,
this project helped the students
relate their course work to real
careers in art.

Students Participate in Cross-
Curriculum Science ExperimentBy Kate Schuppe

On Thursday, March 6, 2008,
Northwest Catholic participated
in one of  the school’s most
beneficial causes. The students
were not the beneficiaries of this
event though; the true
beneficiaries were the millions of
people whose lives depend on the
simple gift of blood.
This event was the annual school-
wide blood drive. Every year,
the Student Council organizes
the drive in conjunction with
the American Red Cross.
Being 17 years old and
weighing 110 pounds are the
only requirements to donate
blood. These requirements
allow nearly half the students
at Northwest to be eligible,
along with faculty members
and others in the Northwest
community.
An important part of
donating is having eaten a
good breakfast, and to make
sure the donors would, the
Student Council held a
breakfast before school,
sponsored by Lox Stock and
Bagels. Then, at 8:00 am, the
drive began in the Stosuy
Gymnasium continuing all the
way until 12:45 pm. The gym was
full of Student Council members
and Red Cross volunteers
working hard to take the blood
of  those willing to donate.
Blood transfusions, such as red
cells and platelets, are constantly
needed by patients in hospitals
around the state and the country.

Just one example of those that
desperately need this blood is
those with diseases such as
leukemia and anemia, who
require blood on a frequent basis.
With the demand for blood so
high, it is important for those
who are healthy and able to help
others by donating.
In preparation for the drive, the
student body viewed a video
presentation shown by the Red

Cross. It featured a boy named
Alex who was infected with
anemia, a type of  blood disease.
His everyday life of attending
school and playing baseball was
changed instantly when he had to
begin receiving daily blood
transfusions, just to survive. The
blood Alex received came from
donors, just like the ones at
Northwest, and they saved his life.

The video must have inspired the
students at Northwest Catholic,
because this year’s blood drive
had a record turn out.
Senior Eric Kelly, the Student
Council member in charge of the
blood drive, said he was
impressed with the number of
people willing to donate, saying,
“I think the school really got into
it this year, and we’ve also had
lots of parents donate juice. It’s a

great turnout.” Fellow
senior Anna Kurak said
she was worried about
her first time donating
blood, admitting
beforehand, “I’m
nervous, but I know I
might need blood one
day, so I want to help
someone else out.”
Mr. Woodford, Student
Council moderator, was
thrilled with the level of
excitement and
participation, declaring
during the day, “We are
at maximum capacity
right now.” Students
were happy to assist such
an honorable cause,
saying the procedure was

simple and quick, and the small
prick of the needle was well
worth it to be able to save a life or
two.
The goal for this year’s drive was
65 pints, but the community came
together to collect over 70 pints
of blood, thanks to the
participation of   about 100
students. This means that
Northwest saved 210 lives.

NWC Community Surpasses Blood Drive Goal
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We are pleased to announce the winners of  the American Math
Contests that were held on February 12.
The winner of  the AMC 10 was John Sullivan, followed by #2
Rosa Park, #3 Dillon Bowen, #4 Luke Pelton, #5 Emily Peters, and
tied for #6:  Robert Scalise, Michael Deneen, John Fitzpatrick and
Sharon Grimshaw.

The winner of the AMC 12  was Hannah Pelton, followed by #2
Nicole Milewski, #3 Adam Mortillaro and Stacie Provencher, #4
James Duncan, #5 Kenneth Rousseau, #6 Emily Schwartz and
Daniel Lynch,  #7 Chris Kevorkian, and #8 Julianne McAndrews,
Benjamin Pluta and Anna Smith.

2008 Marks 35 Years Since Roe v. Wade

Winners of Math Competition Announced

By Noelle Bellefleur

On January 22, 1973, the Supreme
Court made a decision which has
shaped the debate about abortion
in America ever since. Roe v. Wade
is this historical Supreme Court
case that overturned a Texas
interpretation of the abortion law,
making abortion legal in this
country. The Roe v. Wade decision

held that a woman, with her
doctor, could choose abortion in
the earlier months of pregnancy
and partial birth abortion even
into the later months, based solely
on the right to privacy. Thirty five
years later, the citizens of the 21st

century are left to take a stand for
the innocent.
“The March for Life” is an
annual pro-life rally protesting

The Blood Drive mascot shows his enthusiasm
and support for the Northwest drive last month.
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By Rosa Park

From March 10 to March 13,
students gained an experience of
cultural enrichment—Language
Week. Three years ago, the World
Language Department decided to
add this event in order to “foster
greater appreciate and better
appreciation of cultures of the
world,” according to Mrs. Barrett,
head of the Language
Department at Northwest.
However, Language Week not
only serves to enlighten
American students, but
also provide opportunities
for foreign students to take
pride in their own heritage.
Language Week was
divided into 4 days,
honoring Latin, Spanish,
French, and Asian cultures.
Each day, the cafeteria
prepared different meals
according to the culture
celebrated on the
designated day. For
example, on Latin Day,
spaghetti, bosco sticks, and
pizza were all sold to
students; while Chinese
meals, such as General
Tso’s Chicken with rice,
were sold on Asian Day.
On Spanish Day, the cafeteria
sold walking tacos, burritos, and
the beloved Spanish dessert,
churros, a warm, fried dough
coated with sugar. Finally, on
French Day, roast beef French
dip, and French onion dip were
sold to the NWC students. In
addition to the meals, the
morning and afternoon
announcements corresponded to
each designated language day.
Each morning, a student was
chosen to say a prayer in his or
her own language such as the

“Our Father” in Korean and “Ave
Maria” in Latin. At the end of
each day, another student said a
farewell to the students such as
“¡Tenga un buen día! Hasta
mañana!” which means “I had a
great day! See you tomorrow!” in
Spanish. Furthermore, during the
3-minute intervals between
classes, music was played to
occupy the students before classes
began. Sometimes a funky Latin
rock song was turned on or
perhaps a bouncy Asian pop

tune, allowing students to be
exposed to various types of
music. Moreover, even the halls
were decorated with festive,
multicultural artwork. With the
help of  Mrs. Oates, various
paintings of houses and various
princes of European countries
accompanied the colorful flags
proudly hanging on the school
windows. Teachers, however,
weren’t the only contributors to
this event. In fact, many language
classes also decided to participate
by creating mini-posters of

commonly used quotes in Latin
or Spanish, such as “Tempus
Fugit” which means, “Time flies.”
The highlight of  Language Week,
however, was Mrs. Josee Vachon’s
presentation to the students,
uniting both Spanish and French
cultures together. As a native of
Quebec, Ms. Vachon adopted the
French culture as part of her
identity. However, since her
husband was born in Ecuador
and raised in Puerto Rico, Mrs.
Vachon’s French heritage was

also mixed with some
Spanish background.
First, in the presentation,
Ms. Vachon performed
an a cappella in French
with a percussion
performed entirely with
feet—“clogging,” as she
called it. In addition, she
sang an original French
tune, proclaiming that
one’s spirit will never die
as the culture survives.
Such a song was purely
based on her childhood
experience of struggling
to retain her French
heritage while
assimilating to America,
an experience which
many foreign students

could understand. One of her
most creative songs presented to
the students was the “No, no, no
blues,” combining both English
and French together. As she
engaged students to shout out
“Oui!” during the verses, students
were able to appreciate different
cultures through fun and exciting
means, thus rendering this
performance a huge success in
Language Week. After such a
great turnout, Northwest awaits
in hopeful anticipation of
another Language Week.

“March for Life” commemorated
the anniversary of Roe v. Wade.

abortion, held in Washington,
D.C. on the anniversary of the
decision in the United States
Supreme Court case Roe v. Wade.
Before the “March for Life,” there
are several Masses, two of  which
are celebrated at the Basilica of
the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception and the
Verizon Center. Notable past
speakers have included former
President George Bush; Molly
Kelly; Alveda King, niece of
Martin Luther King Jr.; several
members of  the U.S. Congress;
and the parents of  Terri Schiavo,
the injured woman who made
national headlines while in a
coma. Also participating in the
march are the members of the
“Silent No More” organization,
for parents who regret their
decisions to have abortions. The
march follows a route which
starts at the Ellipse of the
National Mall and continues
down Constitution Avenue. The
march formally ends at the
Supreme Court building. Many
marchers also protest the use of
euthanasia, in the true spirit of
“pro-life.”
“The March for Life” is just one
way we can work to protect the
innocent unborn children in this
world. So, in considering these
innocent babies, always ask: What
would Jesus do?

Students Immersed in Culture During “Language Week”
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The hallways were decorated with various flags and
paintings to celebrate Language Week.
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2/15 - 5:37pm EST - Boston, MA
Hope I can bribe the kids to get a
quality seat.
2/15 - 1am EST - Somewhere over
Iceland
This is brutal. I can’t feel my legs.
At least we all have our own TVs.
2/16 - 9am GMT - London,
England
A stop at the hotel to stow bags.
Then a trip to Churchill’s Cabinet
War Rooms. Soooo tired!
2/16 - 11am GMT - London,
England
Handling the Tube like seasoned
veterans.  Not too crowded today.
Cold and sunny. We all just want
to sleep.
2/16 - 6:45pm GMT - London,
England
Good eats at dinner. Fish ‘n
Chips (and two ice creams for

me). Mass at Jesuit HQ in
London.
2/17 - 6am - GMT - London,
England
Too early.  Got on bus for
sightseeing tour of  London.  Saw
Big Ben, Tower of  London,
Financial District, Theater
District, Shopping District
(Harrod’s, etc.), Hyde Park,
Buckingham Palace, Albert
Memorial.  Great tour guide.
2/17 - 12pm - GMT - London,
England
Off  to museums. We split up and
go to Tower of London, Science
Museum, British Museum, and
Imperial War Museum. 
2/17 - 6pm - GMT - London,
England
A cold walk throught the dark
streets of  London on the Jack the
Ripper Tour. Then a great dinner.

2/18 - 10am - GMT - Stonehenge,
England
An audio tour of this ancient
wonder.  It was the aliens.
2/18 - 3pm - GMT - Portsmouth,
England
Board Brittany Ferry to Caen,
France. Lots of  time to just hang
out. Great dinner with a touch of
class. Who knew we’d be on a
cruise ship?!
2/19 - 10am - GMT +1 - Colleville,
France
We visited the American
Cemetery. A sobering but
beautiful moment for all of
us. Some of  our group were able
to visit the resting places of
friends and relatives. 
2/19 - 3pm - GMT +1 - Mont St.
Michel, France
A few naps and a couple hundred
sheep later we arrive at the

pilgrimage site of Mont St.
Michel. 
2/20 - 5:30pm - GMT +1 - Loire
Valley, France
Chambord is a gargantuous
structure; Chenonceau has a
touch of  feminine class. Not bad
for a hunting lodge and the home
of  a mistress.
2/21 - 9:00am - GMT +1 -
Chartres Cathedral
I remember an Adam Sandler
comedy sketch about a boy
named Fatty McGee who had a
tough time climbing stairs
because of his weight. This was
me. Weezing and coughing my
way up the spiral staircase to the
spire of Chartres Cathedral, one
of  Europe’s architectural gems. A
pompous Chris Parmanand
dominated the race up the
stairway to heaven, but in the

end, I did get a nice participation
ribbon from Mrs. Garr. 
Seriously though, what a visit!
2/22 - 7:00pm - GMT +1 - Paris,
France
It was a cold clear night at the
Eiffel Tower, and the peddlers of
cheap goods were out in full
force. Having ascended the two
elevators, we were unleashed on a
viewing level that stunned our
eyes. Also, I walked down the
stairs and passed up the elevator
(which is for the weak) - then I
went to the weightroom and
worked out. JK. 
2/23 - 9:00pm - GMT +1 - Paris,
France
It was a cold night. Again. This
time, we all take a magnificant
boat cruise on the Seine. What a
magical night in paris indeed.
I’m out yo.

Mr. Garr’s Running Log:

History Department Sponsors Trip WWII Inspired Trip to England and France



ALL-AMERICAN
By Emily Schwartz

Jeans: they are the single most
valuable wardrobe staple that
never goes out of  style. Seventy
percent of Americans report
that jeans are their first pick for
casual wear, and on average,
every American owns seven
pairs of  jeans. Today,
purchasing a new pair of jeans
can be an expensive and
complicated process, as the
blue jean has become a sort of
status symbol in our world.
In 1885, when the first jeans
were being sold, a brand new
pair of Levi overalls cost a
mere $1.25. Today, a pair of
Levi’s will cost you around $50,
and the price tags on some of
the most expensive designer
jeans read in the four digit
range! The most commonly
seen designer jeans are True
Religion, Seven for All
Mankind, Citizens of
Humanity, and Lucky Jeans.
These brands usually cost
under $300, which is nothing
compared with the $3,134
Gucci Genius Jeans, or the
Swarovski crystal-encrusted
Escada jeans, which cash in at
a shocking $10,000.
When shopping for the right
pair of  blue jeans, one must
carefully consider many
options.  Jeans come in a
variety of cuts, ranging from
trouser, to wide leg, to skinny.
Jeans also come in a range of
styles, washes, rises, and
brands. These numerous and
overwhelming choices are all
part of the denim trend which
dates all the way back to the
eighteenth century, when jeans
were first invented. At that
time, jean cloth was made
completely from the abundant
source of cotton that was made
possible by increasing slave
labor and cotton plantations in
the Southern United States.
Previously, a material called
denim, which was not all
cotton, had been made in
England. Denim was a mixture
of cotton thread and a small
amount of  metal, which gave
the material its strength and
durability. The material took
on its dark blue hue from an
indigo dye, which was extracted
from plants in the Americas
and India. Although this
material existed, it had yet to
be made into jeans.
When the California Gold Rush
began in 1848, gold miners
needed jeans, especially with
large, sturdy pockets, and an
immigrant named Jacob Davis
came up with an idea to use
metal rivets to hold the pockets
and jeans together to prevent
them from tearing. Davis
lacked the $68 he needed in

order to patent his idea, so he
looked to his tailor as a
business partner. Levi Strauss,
a clothing supplier in San
Francisco, made a deal with
Davis; and together, Davis and
Strauss began making copper-

riveted “waist overalls,” the
first Levi Strauss & Co. jeans.
Goldmine workers wore jeans
because they were so strong and
durable. Around 1890, Levi
jeans were assigned the number
501, which they still bear today.
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1940’s

In the mid ’40s, the Second
World War came to an end,
and denim blue jeans,
previously worn almost
exclusively as workwear,
gained new status in the U.S.
and Europe. Rugged but
relaxed, they “stand for
freedom” and a bright future.
Sported by both men and
women, by returning GI’s and
sharp teenagers, they were as
clean and strong as the people
who chose to wear them. In
Europe, surplus Levi’s were
left behind by American
armed forces and were
available in limited supplies.
It’s that population’s first
introduction to the denim
legend.

1950’s

Rock’n’ roll from America
blazed a trail of  defiance, and
jeans became the symbol of a
break with convention and
rigid social mores. In movies
like “The Wild One” and
“Rebel Without a Cause,” cult
figures Marlon Brando and
James Dean portrayed tough
anti-heros in jeans and T-
shirt. Adults spurned the look;
teenagers embraced it.

1960’s

By the beginning of  the ’60s,
slim jeans were a leisurewear
staple, as teens began to have
real fun, forgetting the almost
desperate energy of the
previous decade. Jeans were
the great equalizer, the perfect
all-purpose garment for the
classless society sought by the
hippy generation. In the fight
for civil rights, at anti-war
demonstrations on the streets
of  Paris, at sit-ins everywhere,
the battle cry was heard above
a sea of  blue.

Trends in Denims Over the Decades
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1970’s

Bell bottoms hit their peak
and creativity flourished.
Customized denim-
embroidered, studded and
patched-became all the rage
in fashionable St. Tropez,
giving jeans a new glamorous
profile. Gradually, the
outward symbol of the
alternative culture was
integrated into mainstream
society. Even “respectable”
adults accepted denim in their
wardrobe. The jeans culture
became associated with youth,
and everybody wants to
remain young. The ultimate
sign of the appropriation of
denim by the establishment
was the designer jeans wave,
which swept America just as
the decade came to a close.

1980’s

Designer jeans took hold in
Europe, a sign of  the rejection
of the utopian ideals of the
’70s and a return to affluence
and status. Acid wash debuted
in ’86 and revitalized the jean
scene.

1990’s

The beginning of  the ’90s saw
a widespread reevaluation of
priorities. Facing the next
millennium, people become
more concerned with the
environment, family life and
old-fashioned values. This
search for quality and
authenticity led to an interest
in period originals and in
newer lines that recaptured
the details and fabrics of  the
past. Once again adapting to
the spirit of  the times, jeans
represented an old friend,
practical and modern, yet
linked to the purer, simpler
life of  days gone by.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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What’s Your Fit?

Boot-Cut

Low Rise

Hip-Huggers
Classic

Over
alls

Skinny

Wide-Leg

FlareStraight

Relaxed

High-Waist

Baggy

Courtesy of The Jeans Encyclopedia

These sturdy pants quickly
gained much popularity.
Seeing the success of the
innovative new pants, other
clothing companies began
producing their own blue jeans.
Jeans were initially invented for
practical purposes, and this
intention continued through the
1930’s, when jeans were on high
demand due to the popularity
of western-style cowboy
movies. The increasingly loved
pants, however, transformed
into a style statement by the
1950s. During this time period,
school-aged children and
especially teenagers wore jeans
as a new way of distinguishing
themselves as rebels, since
adults did not wear jeans. The
1970s marked the
commencement of celebrity
culture. During this time, the
concept of fashion jeans
surfaced, placing the
importance more on brand
names, designers, and
advertising. Ad slogans such as
the Calvin Klein, “Nothing
comes between me and my
Calvins,” became well known.
As time went on, the styles of
jeans diversified, from torn-up
baggy jeans to skin-tight rock
star jeans to bell-bottom jeans.
In the 1980s, designers began
creating their own takes on blue
jeans. Many designers made
their style of jean special by
stitching a trademark design
into the back pocket, a method
that has been carried into the
twenty-first century. A pair of
jeans’ stitching on the back
pocket has become a way of
identifying different designers.
The double row of stitching on
the back pockets is known as
the “Arcuate stitching design,”
and this is the oldest clothing
trademark still in use today.
The distinguishing feature on
the pocket of  many brand-name
jeans may be one of the only
ways to tell different jeans
apart, since they come in such
an array of  styles. Among a
single rack of jeans you may
find skinny jeans, boot-cut
jeans, flare jeans, faded jeans,
dark jeans, ripped jeans, dress
jeans, cropped jeans . . . and the
list goes on. Currently, Levi
Strauss & Co. makes 501 jeans
in approximately 108 sizes and
20 finishes or fabrics.
People around the world will
never cease wearing the blue
jean, America’s favorite pants,
which all began with the vision
of two immigrants to the U.S.
In this way, Levi Strauss and
Jacob Davis were able to
transform some thread and
metal material into the single
most popular clothing product
in the entire world: blue jeans.

From 1848 to 2008: Denim Jeans Celebrate 160 Years of Clothing Americans



By Hannah Pelton

People have relied on sneakers
for footwear for several
centuries. The original sneakers
were plimsolls, crude rubber-
soled shoes from the late 18th
century. These shoes were not
even made differently for the
left and right feet. Connecticut
manufacturer Charles
Goodyear is responsible for
sneakers as we know them
today. In 1839, Goodyear was
trying to make rubber-coated
mailbags for the U.S.
government, but was facing a
problem: the rubber became
sticky in warm temperatures
and brittle in the cold. When
Goodyear returned to the
laboratory to fix this problem,
he discovered that the fusion
of rubber with sulfur in high
temperatures produced
vulcanized rubber. This
product would stay elastic in
extreme climates and could be
bonded to other materials. In
the 1870s, Goodyear invented
canvas-and-rubber tennis
shoes that were the
predecessors of  sneakers. In
1892, U.S. Rubber, the
company that bought
Goodyear’s shoe company,
invented sneakers as we know
them today, which they called
“Keds.” By 1917, these
sneakers were mass-produced.
Marquis Converse produced
the first shoe made just for
basketball, called Converse
All-Stars. In 1923, an Indiana
basketball star named Chuck
Taylor endorsed the shoes,
and they became known as
Chuck Taylor All-Stars, the
best-selling basketball shoes
of  all time. In 1924, a
German man, Adi Dassler,
created a sneaker that he
named after himself: Adidas.
This brand became the most
popular athletic shoe in the
world. Track star Jessie
Owens even wore Adidas
when he won four gold medals
at the 1936 Olympics. Adi’s
brother Rudi established
another famous sports shoe
company: Puma.
During the first half of the
20th century, the primary
wearers of sneakers were
participants in sports
competitions. In the 1950s,
however, the youth of
America made sneakers a
fashion statement. More
teenagers joined the fad after
seeing James Dean wearing
sneakers in the popular movie
“Rebel Without a Cause.” Rock
stars Elvis Presley and John
Lennon were photographed
wearing sneakers, so their fans
purchased the type of sneakers
they were wearing at the time.

In 1963, Phil Knight began the
Nike shoe store, based out of
his car. His first design was
called the “Tiger.” This
company quickly grew. In the
1970’s, Nike was known for
their catchy advertising phrases

and celebrity endorsements,
with “Just do It” becoming a
household phrase. In 1971,
Caroline Davidson designed
the Nike swoosh, which
remains their signature today.
Sales of sneakers grew
exponentially in 1984, when
basketball superstar Michael
Jordan signed a contract to

1800’s
The first rubber-soled
shoes, called plimsolls,
were manufactured.

1969
Quarterback Joe
Namath, wearing
PUMA shoes, leads the
New York Jets to victory
in SuperBowl III.1892

Goodyear, then a rubber
shoe company and division
of the U.S. Rubber
Company, begins to
manufacture rubber and
canvas shoes under different
names, finally settling on
Keds as the best name.

1917
Keds are the first mass
marketed athletic
shoes.

1917
Converse releases the
world’s first shoe
made just for
basketball.

1923
The All-Star gives way to
the Chuck Taylor All-Star, a
staple of  basketball players,
kids, and rebels for more
than 50 years.

1931
Adidas produces its first
tennis shoe.

1935
Converse releases the
Jack Purcell with its
telltale “Smile” on
the front.

1948
Puma Schuhfabrik Rudolf
Dassler is founded, and
the world is introduced to
the PUMA.

1950’s
Sneakers are the
preferred footwear of
teenagers and the
symbol of rebellion.

1962
Phil Knight, a business major
at the University of Oregon,
and his coach, Bill
Bowerman, partner to
provide a low cost, high tech
athletic shoe under the name
Blue Ribbon Sports (BRS).

1968
BRS begins marketing
new designs and
technology and changes
their name to Nike. Nike
is named after the Greek
Goddess of  Victory.

1968
PUMA is the first sports shoe
manufacturer to offer Velcro
fasteners.
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1971
The Nike Swoosh
trademark is purchased
from a graphic design
student for $35.

1973
Steve Prefontaine, runner and
an American record-holder,
becomes the first major
athlete to wear Nike running
shoes.

1974
Converse releases the
Converse One Star line
of shoes.

1979
Nike creates the first Nike
Air sole units, resulting in
the revolutionary Nike
Air cushioning. Nike also
releases their first running
shoe with the patented
Nike Air technology, the
Nike Tailwind.

1985
Chicago Bulls
basketball rookie,
Michael Jordan,
endorses a line of Nike
shoes and apparel.
Nike releases the first
Air Jordan.

1987
Nike releases the first Air
Cross Trainer, a shoe
cushioned enough for
aerobics and court sports.

1998
Bauer Nike Hockey is
formed, dedicated to
producing quality footwear
for hockey players.

2000
Sales of Nike Golf products
soar after Tiger Woods
switches to Nike golf balls
and wins three Majors during
the season.

2003
Nike acquires
long-time shoe
manufacturer,
Converse, Inc.

2005
German based Adidas
acquires rival company
Reebok in an effort to
compete with top-ranked
brand, Nike.

www.sneaker-head.com

wear a Nike shoe called Air
Jordans—the most famous
sneaker ever marketed. When
Air Jordans appeared, stores
found it difficult to keep them in
stock. The Air Jordans continue
to be among the highest-selling

shoes on the market, despite
Jordan’s retirement from the
NBA. As companies like
Nike, Reebok, and Adidas
competed for customers, they
modified the sneaker’s
appearance, adding bright
colors and removing laces.
Sneakers were to be produced
for every sport, even walking,
skateboarding and “cross
training.”
The 1981 movie “Fast Times
at Ridgemont High” featured
Sean Penn wearing Vans
checkerboard-print slip-ons,
creating great demand for
these skateboard shoes. As a
result, Vans became the
leader in extreme-sports
sneakers. Indeed, Vans has
inspired such brand loyalty
that when Nike attempted to
enter the market for
skateboard shoes, it found
skateboarders wearing
buttons proclaiming “Don’t
Do It.”
New sneaker technologies
increase performance. Nike’s
Air Force featured small
pockets of gas to create better
cushioning, while Reebok
introduced The Pump—air
pumped into shoes to provide
a more comfortable fit for the
athlete. Continually
modifying  their designs to
better serve their customer
and attract sales, Spira
Footwear recently
incorporated a spring into the
soles of its sneakers to reduce
foot stress. Of course,
innovations like these come
do not come without a big
price tag. Quality athletic
shoes often cost more than
$100 a pair! Large sneaker
companies like Adidas, Puma
and Nike earn millions of
dollars in shoe revenue
annually. In one year, Nike
earned $970 million from its
shoe line alone!
Sneakers are comfortable,
come in a variety of colors
and materials, and range in
prices. Companies produce a
sneaker for every style,
making sneakers either a
fashion statement or a highly

specialized piece of sports
equipment. Sneakers have a
profound impact in sports
today, and athletes should be
thankful that the forefathers of
footwear developed and
marketed the shoes that enable
them to perform to the best of
their abilities.

From Hanging Out to Playing Sports, Sneakers Typify the Ultimate in Versatility



FEATURES
What would people be

surprised to learn about you?

Alex Pryor: I grow a beard
every full moon.

Mrs. P.S. Juda: I climbed Mt.
Washington twice, once after

climbing Mt. Monroe.

Nora Regan: I’m ridiculously
afraid of  chainsaws.

Mike Golic: That I’m a dancer.

If you could be anyone else at
Northwest for a day, who would

you be, and why?

AP: Mike Golic, just to see how
long I can go without shaving.

PSJ: Floyd Wilson because he
is always happy.

NR: I would be Mrs. Juda.
Because she’s a genius.

MG: Chris Prescott, I’d love to
ball like that.

If you were stranded on a desert
island, who would you want to

be stranded with, and why?

AP: The Pillsbury Dough Boy,
just in case food was scarce.

PSJ: Superman because he
could fly me back to the

mainland.

NR: Kelsey Cahalan, because
she watches “Lost” all the time,

so she’d totally know how to
keep me alive.

MG: Kevin Boya.

What words of wisdom do you
live by?

AP: Never trust a person with a
gap.

PSJ: Tough times never last,
tough people do, the toughest

pass my English classes.

NR: It’s easier to get
forgiveness than permission.

MG: Get your weight up.

What are three things you
could not live without?

AP: Food, water, and my
girlfriend.

PSJ: Air, water, and God.

NR: Potatoes, snow, and basket
weaving.

MG: Halo 3 and Jack Johnson.

Who or what always make you
laugh?

AP: When [Chris] Prescott
doesn’t shave, he looks like a

cowboy from Brokeback
Mountain.

PSJ: Incoming Freshmen.

NR: My friends and my
sisters.

MG: Tony Cicero.

What would be the first
thing you would do if you

won 10 million dollars?

AP: Pay the rest of  my
tuition.

PSJ: Walk around the
block.

NR: I would fix my sister’s
car that I wrecked and try to

earn her forgiveness by
buying her the pet monkey

she’s always dreamt of.
Then I’d spend the rest trying to

help people who are less
fortunate.

MG: Buy a bigger truck than
Kevin Eagan.

What annoys you the most?

AP: Waking up.

PSJ: Handing in assignments
late.

NR: Ski Patrol, because they
stand in the middle of the trail
and take people’s passes when

they’re going too fast. Does
that even make sense?

What would be your personal
theme song?

AP: “I Feel Good” by James
Brown

PSJ: “Fred Bear” by Ted
Nugent

NR: “Baby Cause I’m a Thug”
by Trick Daddy. Obviously.

What would your first action as
President of the United States

be?

PSJ: Have a Starbucks
installed at the Capitol that
only carries herbal tea and
reduced fat blueberry coffee

cake.

NR: Impeach myself.

What movie could you
watch over and over

again, and why?

AP: “Super Bad,” Fogul
is the man.

PSJ: “Dumb and
Dumber” because of its
clever construction of

complex English
Grammar Syntax.

NR: Final Destination:
I, II and III. Pure
cinematic genius.

MG: Tommy Boy.

If the whole world were
listening, what would you say?

AP: Can I get a North! Can I
get a Weeeest!

PSJ: Take out your English
notebooks, I have some notes

for you.

NR: Nothing. I don’t speak well
in public.

If you could ask God any one
question, what would it be?

AP: Are there aliens? If so,
where they at?

PSJ: Why me?

NR: Why would you make me
president, God?

MG: Why are Bourdons so
ridiculously good-looking?

If you could have one food for
the rest of your life (assuming

that this strange situation
would not affect your health),
what food would you choose?

AP: You already know, fried
chicken.

PSJ: Mrs. Murphy’s
Doughnuts.

NR: Potatoes.

MG: Cinnamon Rolls!

If you could hear what someone
is thinking for a day, who

would you choose, and why?

AP: The president, so I can
hear what he was thinking.

PSJ: Paris Hilton. I like the
sound of wind whistling

through the trees.

MG: John Mayer, because his
words are like poetry, so I bet
his thoughts are even better.

What is your greatest ambition
in life?

AP: To make God proud.

PSJ: To be a firefighter in
Rescue 1 in NYC.

NR: To figure out what I want
to do with my life.

MG: To become a Quidditch
Pro and bring the game to the

U.S.

Who is your hero, and why?

AP: My mama, because she
works so hard.

PSJ: Chesty Puller.

NR: Maggie. She has a lovely
singing voice and some sweet

dance moves as well.

MG: Greg Peterson, he’s a
beast.

If you could live anywhere in
the world, where would you

live?

AP: Beaches Resort in
Jamaica.

PSJ: Isle Au Haut.

NR: I would live in Montreal,
Canada.

MG: Italy, hands down.

If you could manage
any professional
sports team, what
team would you

choose?

AP: The Miami
Heat, they need some

help.

PSJ: Any
professional extreme
cage fighting team

would do.

NR: The Pakistani
national kite fighting
team. The sport has

been banned for
safety reasons, but
I’d like to bring it
back.

MG: The Flint Tropics, let’s get
tropical!

What would be the title of your
autobiography?

AP: “If  You Think This is
Good, Wait Till the Movie.”

PSJ: Baked Beans and Baked
Potatoes: The Harried Life of  a

Busy Wife.

NR: Nora Regan: The Woman
Who Changed the Sport of Kite

Fighting Forever.

What magazine do you always
look forward to getting in the

mail?

AP: Nickelodeon: The
Magazine.

PSJ: Firehouse.

NR: Transworld
Snowboarding.

MG: Sports Illustrated.

What random fact are you most
proud to know?

PSJ: An albatross can sleep
while it flies. It apparently

dozes while cruising at 25 mph.

NR: Snapple fact #126: a
pigeon’s feathers are heavier

than its bones.

MG: In slamball, a dunk is
worth three points.

Mrs. Juda

Nora Regan

Mike Golic

Alex Pryor
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Inside Out: Alex Pryor, Mrs. Juda, Nora Regan, and Mike Golic
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ARTS
By Kristen Bachteler

On a bitter cold February night,
West Hartford’s The Direct defied
the mid-twenties temperature to
put on an energizing show. The
show not only caught the
attention of passing cars,  but
gave attention to an important
human rights issue. The band
came out to celebrate the opening
of  Moe’s Southwest Grille, which
teamed up with Rock + Learn to
raise money for Red Hand Day,
which “is a day to commemorate,
honor, and raise money to help
child soldiers in African provinces
and countries across the
continent,” according to band
member Andrew Stocker.
For those who have yet to hear of
The Direct, it is a promising West
Hartford band composed of
Chris Sicilian, Sam Cantor,
Andrew Stocker, and Dan
Knishkowy, who hail from Hall
High School. They have been best
friends since middle school and
started The Direct a little over
four years ago, their sound
ranging from upbeat reggae to
melodic folk. At the Moe’s show,
the band played selections from
their upcoming recording, along
with crowd favorites “Old Man
Smith,” and “Rain,” a cover of
Creedence Clearwater Revival’s
“Fortunate Son.”
At the Moe’s show, the band
played alongside Burmese Nights,
another local West Hartford
band. Moe’s also donated half  of
their opening day profits to Red
Hand Day. All of  the band
members are active members of
Hall’s Human Rights Coalition,
which is led by world class
teachers Liz Devine and Sarah
Lawrence, and they often find
themselves playing benefit shows.
In respect to Red Hand Day, the
band “feels blessed to be a part of
events like that.” Isaac Silk of
Burmese Nights said, “We hope to
play more gigs in Blue Back
during the spring, and we plan on
continuing to support causes like
Red Hand Day. It’s hard for us to
really understand what its like for
those kids, so we hope to raise
more awareness in conjunction
with our manager/teacher
Sperbs.”
The West Hartford music scene is
developing, and The Direct is a

prime example of the talent
coming from the local high
schools. West Hartford’s bands
include The Direct, Burmese
Nights, Party on the Hindenburg,
3rd line,  and Positive Downside.
Andrew Stocker believes that the
West Hartford music scene “has
really flourished as of  late,
especially with the development

of  Rock for Rights.” Besides local
bands, The Direct has played
alongside bands such as Among
Criminals, Barefoot Truth and
their friends Zox at “Rock for
Rights,” an event combining
music and human rights issues
that brought out local youth to
hear talented bands as well as to
learn about important issues.
Another outlet for local talent in
West Hartford that is becoming
increasingly popular is the
Grounds.  Andrew said, “The
Grounds has really been a great
medium to propel local bands
into the local spotlight. A lot of
new acts have come out to play
sets for their first time, which is a
great thing.” Among those new
acts is Northwest’s own
Tremendous Coyotes, who played
the January 12th event at the
Grounds.
The Direct has an upcoming tour
planned that includes shows in
Vermont, Massachusetts, and
Rhode Island to promote their
new recording, due in early
spring.

By Kristen Bachteler

West Hartford teens are actively
campaigning for human rights by
combining music with social
issues through Rock + Learn, the
brainchild of  Stephanie Sperber,
a social studies teacher at Hall
High School. Rock + Learn has

been behind events such as “Rock
for Rights” and the new West
Hartford public television show,
“Brick in the Wall.”  Rock +
Learn skillfully weaves together
youth and their social messages
through “the great equalizer” of
music. The mission is aptly
expressed in the organization’s
motto, “Music + Youth =
Awesome.”
Sperber, a singer native to West
Hartford, has always considered
music a big part of  her life. While
studying at Clark University, she
became actively involved with
regional bands such as Zox, State
Radio, and Parker House and
Theory, and she booked bands at
Clark. After taking a teaching
position at Hall High School,
Sperber missed the musical aspect
of  her life. She “began to
brainstorm how [she] could
combine [her] passions in a
constructive, meaningful way.”
The result was Rock + Learn,
which was born with the help of

the Philadelphia band Among
Criminals. After a brainstorming
session about how to combine
their music and world views in
middle and high school
classrooms, the website was
created and Rock + Learn was
born.
As Sperber’s reputation for

having “connections” to
the music world spread
through Hall and West
Hartford, students from
many bands contacted
Stephanie about booking
opportunities. Sperber
has been booking local
gigs for bands such as The
Direct, Burmese Nights,
Party on the Hindenburg,
and the jazz combo 5th

Avenue for about two
months as part of  Rock +
Learn.  Among the events
Sperber has helped plan
and organize is “Rock for
Rights ’07”, which saw
West Hartford high
school students from
Hall, Conard, Northwest,
Kingswood-Oxford, and
Watkinson unite together
to plan and execute the

event. “Rock for Rights,” which
took place on December 15, 2007,
acted not only as a concert, but
also as fair designed to educate
students about issues such as
human rights, peace,
environmental issues and
sustainability projects, amnesty,
soldiers’ rights, students’ rights,
hunger, and women’s health
issues. Local high school bands
played alongside regional acts
Barefoot Truth, Zox, Oak Soldier,
and Among Criminals.  Another
outlet for teenagers, activism, and
music is “Brick in the Wall,”
which has been deemed “the
hottest thing to hit Channel 5 in
West Hartford, CT.” The show
came to life after Laura Schatz, a
senior at Kingswood-Oxford,
approached Stephanie in
November about doing a half-
hour special to promote “Rock
for Rights” on Channel 5, West
Hartford’s public television
channel. After the interview,
which featured students from the

“Rock for Rights e-board” and
an acoustic set by The Direct, the
head of programming on WHC-
TV, Jennifer Evans, talked to
Sperber about organizing a show
aimed at teens.  The show, which
debuted on WHC-TV in
February, is hosted by Sperber
and produced by Ari Jacobson, a
junior at Hall.  The first episode
focused on the West Hartford
music scene, with footage of
Grounds, including a
performance by Tremendous
Coyotes and interview with
Burmese Nights. The title of  the
show was conceived by Sperber’s
mother, who suggested using
“Brick in the Wall,” a Pink Floyd
title. According to Sperber, the
name was chosen because it is a
“song of protest against rigid
schooling and overbearing
curriculum imposed on youth
created by sadistic adults who
didn’t understand them.” Luckily,
“Brick in the Wall” has been able
to keep the focus on its youth
audience. As it says on the Rock +
Learn website, “Brick in the Wall
strives to be a voice for West
Hartford youth. Our aim is
simply to provide the local
television that YOU are interested
in.” The show tries to have the
students do most of the work,
such as investigating, researching,
and talking.  If you are interested
in getting involved and have any
ideas for what you would like to
see featured on the show, go to
www.rockandlearn.org.
The mission and efforts of  Rock
+ Learn, Sperber, the Hall
Human Rights Coalition, and all
those involved in the organization
should be commended for their
fusion of music and activism. The
organization livens up youth
activism with music. When asked
about the mission of Rock +
Learn, Sperber responded, “Rock
+ Learn was created to help
students make a connection
between the music they are
surrounded by and the world
they are living in… Awareness,
education, and action are what’s
important. We all have our roles,
whether we are adults, kids…It’s
about doing your part.”

By John Shevchuck

Approaching the movie theatre
with anticipation, I expected
Vantage Point to capture my
interest and keep me on the edge
of my seat. The trailer depicts the
movie’s premise and heart-
stopping action as comparable to
the Bourne movie series. With a
quality cast of prior Academy
Award nominees Dennis Quaid,
Sigourney Weaver, William Hurt
and Forrest Whitaker, a recent
Academy Award winner for his
performance in The Last King of
Scotland, Vantage Point was
expected to be a thriller.
Unfortunately, the movie fell
short, at least from my vantage
point.
President Ashton (William Hurt)
of the United States is scheduled
to speak in the heavily guarded
Plaza Mayor in Salamanca, Spain
concerning a new alliance against
terrorism. Rex Brooks (Sigourney
Weaver) is the producer of  the
news program covering the

speech, which turns from a
momentous occasion into an
assassination of the president,
followed by two explosions. Both
the assassination and explosions
were results of terrorism. The
audience gets to play detective
along side Secret Service Agent
Thomas Barnes (Dennis Quaid)
as the story unfolds. The time
before and after the assassination
is played out from various
personal perspectives that would
appear to be unrelated. The same
scene plays again, again, and
again until you almost expect Bill
Murray to wake up to Sonny and
Cher’s “I Got You Babe” and
break his alarm clock in
Groundhog Day. Frankly, this
might have been a welcome
change to the monotony.
As the main six of the promised
eight “vantage points” are
analyzed, the premise fades from
intelligent to repetitive. The
opening of the movie was
interesting enough. The audience
is treated to an authentic

picturesque plaza filmed in a sepia
tone, giving it an international
tone. The quickly-moving
cameras from several angles give
the viewer the feel of actually
being part of the crowd. The
assassination and the explosion
in the plaza were very impressive
the first time, and the first two
“vantage points” were quite
engrossing. But by the time the
third and fourth perspectives
played out, the idea became
boring. The audience was not just
tired of watching the
assassination and explosions, but
of watching them in the exact
same sequences.
Another disappointing aspect of
the movie was the obvious way
the director, producers, and
writers involved politics in movie.
The film portrays the U.S.
government as inefficient and
deceiving. The terrorist attack
that occurs in the plaza is one of
such great stature that in this time
and age U.S. intelligence would
have been able to see the event

coming. In addition, one of the
Secret Service agents is on the
terrorists’ side. Hollywood had to
pass on the far more likely event
of  a random person drawing a
pistol on the president.
On a positive note, the movie has
one of the better car chases of
modern cinema, comparable to
the chase in The Transporter. In
the scene, Barnes chases the
traitor agent through the tiny
streets of Salamanca at top
speeds, maneuvering through cars
and over stairs. One of the more
dramatic parts of the chase
involves Barnes’ car sandwiched
between a semi and the corner of
a building; a crash from which
only Hollywood could promise a
survivor.
The last line of  any movie leaves a
lasting impression on the viewers.
The last scene of  Vantage Point
shows a reporter from Rex
Brooks’ news program reporting
on the assassination and
bombing in the plaza. Without
revealing the ending to our

readers, his message implies that
the government released a
statement that was deceiving to
the public. There was absolutely
no need for this statement at the
end of the film, and it completely
ruined the ending. Prior to this
quote, the film had changed from
repetitive to action packed. The
car chase and shooting scenes
were the precursors to an
uplifting ending where all eight
vantage points came together in a
cinematographic masterpiece.
Then the line came, and it hit me
with confusion. The statement
was unnecessary and the movie
would have been that much better
had it been avoided.
With its action and fascinating
premise, Vantage Point will please
the average crowd. However, if
Oscar-winning performances and
extraordinary screenplay suit
your fancy, this is not your film. I
will not say I wasted ten dollars
of my limited finances to see this
movie, but I do know that I will
not put ten dollars towards
seeing this movie again.

The Direct Rocks West Hartford Rock + Learn: Teen Bands Fuse Music and Activism

State Radio participated in the Rock + Learn program at Hall High School.

Anticipated Action Scenes from Dennis Quaid’s “Vantage Point” Fail to Meet Expectations
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By Adam Mortillaro

In a year when more than thirty
million Americans have gone to
the polls to vote in a presidential
primary, this part of  the
presidential election process has
become more important than
ever. In this great democracy, who
better to choose the candidates
that ultimately will vie for the
most powerful job on the planet
than the people
themselves? During
the current age, as
the population
grows at an
astronomical rate,
the voices of the
people across the
nation desperately
need to be heard.
Until 1968,
presidential
candidates were
chosen by party
insiders at the
conventions. This
“smoke-filled
room” method
allowed for
minimal input from the public,
placing far greater emphasis on
the votes of  government officials,
big city bosses, and party staffers.
The result was an all-powerful
party machinery that catered to
the needs of special interest
groups and wealthy businessmen
who could afford to “buy”
delegate votes.
In 1968, this system was altered
dramatically by the Vietnam War.
Under the pressure of
widespread protest, President
Lyndon B. Johnson announced
he would not seek another term
as commander-in-chief. This left
the Democratic nomination open
to Senator Eugene McCarthy,
Senator Robert F. Kennedy, and
Vice-President Hubert
Humphrey. While Kennedy and
McCarthy battled through
primaries, Humphrey quietly
collected the support of party
insiders. Then, after winning the
primary in California, Sen.
Kennedy was assassinated,
throwing the momentum to
Humphrey. That summer at the
Democratic National Convention
in Chicago, party insiders backed
Humphrey, who at the time was
forced into supporting the war in
Vietnam. Outside the convention
hall, thousands of protesters
clashed violently with police in
riot gear, protesting the
nomination of Humphrey as a
front-man for the hawkish war
movement. The coverage of such
events shocked the nation into
electing Republican Richard
Nixon in November.
Democrats and Republicans
realized the need for primaries in
the aftermath of the 1968 election
cycle. For years, the presidential
primary schedule has been moved
and changed, but stands today
with Iowa leading the way,
followed by New Hampshire,
South Carolina, and Nevada.
This system is designed by both
parties to produce candidates
that are acceptable in all regions
of  the country. The beginning
states have small samplings of  a
myriad of different voting blocs

whose support is integral in an
election in November. For
example, Iowa has a large number
of Evangelical Protestants that
vote in the Republican primary.
As a party dominated by such
religious conservatives, it is
important for the final candidate
to receive a good showing from
this bloc. In the South Carolina
Democratic primary, there are a
large number of African

American voters, a group that has
voted 92% and 87% Democratic
in the last two presidential
elections. A successful candidate
must show that he is able to work
with these groups that help form
the backbone of the two-party
system.
Presidential primaries also help
weed out an often confusing
presidential field. While there may
be ten Democratic and
Republican candidates at the
beginning of  the race, the weaker
candidates are quickly forced out
of the race by low showings in
the polls, making the decision
easier for the voters. This system
also promotes inter-party
dialogue and debate on issues
that are important to the
American people. Different
candidates have different stances
on the important issues, allowing
the national party to see which
message deeply resonates with the
voters.  Debates also allow voters
to determine which candidates
they agree with and want to
support.
In modern campaigns, where the
bills often run into the millions of
dollars, the primaries often reveal
who can fundraise and who
cannot. In past cycles, primaries
have not been as important an
aspect, so there was far less
spending in the early-going. With
the rise of  television ads, greater
pressure is placed on the
candidates to create larger and
larger war chests. This ability to
fundraise comes in handy in the
general election, when hundreds
of millions will be spent to get
one’s message across.
By doing away with the primary
system, the American people
would lose a voice in the
nominating process, as well as a
proud tradition that carries back
for nearly half  a century.
Primaries create well-rounded
candidates that can compete in
the general election. This increases
the chance of creating the greatest
president who can help the people
of this country realize the
American Dream.

By Will Dodds

On Thursday, February 28, the
United States took yet another
hit to its poor economic state, as
the dollar value reached a new all-
time low.  In comparison to the
European form of  currency, the
dollar has now fallen to the
equivalent of $1.5229 per euro,
only two days previously the euro
had broken the traditional 1.50-
dollar barrier for the first time
since its creation in 1999.  The
U.S. Dollar Index, which was
created by the New York Board
of  Trade to create the value of  the
U.S. dollar against a basket of six
major currencies, has also
continued to decline so far
through 2008. It has fallen 4% to
73.7 (based on a scale of 100.00).
Accompanying the euro in its
increasing value over American
money are the British pound
sterling and the Canadian dollar.
The British pound sterling has
climbed in worth to 1.9899 times
the dollar, and the Canadian
dollar is now worth 1.00929 times
the American dollar.
The United States Federal
Reserve has acknowledged the
grave situation, as chairman Ben
Bernanke admits that “Given the
dollar’s negative near-term
fundamentals, we expect it to keep
falling for a while yet.”  United
States President George Bush
added, stating, “I don’t think
we’re headed to a recession, but

no question we’re in a slow
down.” This is only a slight
consolation for the common
economist’s fears of  the economy
being on the verge of recession
since 2001.  These slight sparks of
optimism themed the remaining
statements released by both
Bernanke and Bush, the leading
forces behind the government’s
attempts at reviving the struggling
American economy.
Bernanke went on to say, “We are
facing a situation where we have
simultaneously a slowdown in the
economy, stress in the financial
markets, and inflation pressure
coming from these commodity
prices abroad.  Each of  these
things represents a challenge.  We
have to make our policy in trying
to balance these different risks in
a way that will get the best
possible outcome for the
American economy.”  The Federal
Reserve chief  reinstated his firm
confidence in the economy’s
resurgence, stating, “I do very
much believe that the U.S.
economy will return to a strong
growth path with price stability.”
However, the fear still distracting
many Americans is that of a
stagflation occurrence, similar to
the one that prevailed in the
1970’s.  Stagflation occurs when
the prices grow but the economy
does not. The slow economic
growth and relatively high
unemployment rate result in
inflation.  Government reports

document that inflation is on the
rise with steady increases in the
producer price index, the
consumer price index, and import
prices.  Bernanke again turned
this idea away and said that he
expects inflation to calm down.
Despite their attempts at
encouragement, the words of the
President and the Federal Reserve
Chief offer little comfort to the
American people.  Their meager
offerings of hope and belief to
the people of the United States
do not stack up well against the
cold, hard facts and the reality of
the troubled situation.  Along
with the continual decrease in the
value of the dollar and its new all-
time lows, oil prices have hit
record-highs, climbing to $102 per
barrel, presenting a glum image
of $4 gasoline prices through the
summer. According to the U.S.
Department of  Labor,
unemployment has risen to
373,000 (as of February 23),
growing ever-closer to the
dreadful number of 400,000.
One can certainly share in the
attitudes of confidence and hope
instilled by President Bush and
Federal Reserve Chief  Bananke.
However, even the men
themselves admit that the
situation must get worse before
its hopeful and eventual assent.
Meanwhile, the American people
prepare to endure more of the
continuing economic struggles.
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Point-Counterpoint: Should Primaries Determine the Outcome of the Election?
Counterpoint: Primaries Create Unfair Electoral ProcessPoint: Primaries Foster Democracy
By Nicole Boucher

Presidential primaries jumpstart
campaigns over a year before the
national election and introduce
the potential future executive
chief to the voting population.
However, while primaries do
narrow the candidate pool to one
contender in each party, the
abundant flaws in the system
hinder the practicality of relying

on this method
to choose a
candidate.
First, the wide
spacing of
primary elections
allows for undue
influence on
voters that does
not occur in the
collective voting
in the national
election. Under
this scattered
voting system,
candidates with
financial
limitations face
great difficulties

to maintain the momentum and
integrity of their campaign. If a
candidate begins to win many
states, he or she is no longer
defined only by their policies, but
also by the seeming inevitability
of  their win. For this reason,
many states, such as Florida and
Michigan, petitioned to move
their primaries to earlier in the
campaign season in order for
each state to have an equal say in
determining the next candidate.
However, this decision worked
against them when their votes

were not included because the
presidential candidates did not
agree to the schedule change. The
unfair voting schedules
understandably preempted many
states to act to improve the
chance for their votes to count,
but instead these votes will be
discounted due to technical
violations, showing the system’s
shortcomings. The impact of
momentum is also shown in the
shift of public opinion of the
“frontrunner” in the race after a
few early wins, as happened with
Hillary Clinton, the pre-primary
frontrunner, and the new favorite,
Barack Obama. In contrast to
what occurs in a countrywide
election, a wave of  momentum
can aid a candidate in their
eventual success.
Moreover, primaries are currently
decided by a total delegate count
as opposed to the direct popular
vote. In the democratic party, the
existence of super delegates
influences the overall delegate
count without being influenced
by the actual vote of  the people.
Super delegates are insiders in the
party, such as congress people,
who pledge themselves to a party
candidate based on their own
decision as opposed to allotment
due to the vote of the people.
Normally, they have little effect
upon the campaign. Yet in a close
race between Democratic
candidates, the super delegates
could be a deciding factor in the
eventual candidate. Further, the
distribution of delegates in each
state does not always rely on the
popular vote. In many
Republican primaries, the winner

by popular vote receives all of the
delegates of  the state, as opposed
to winning the delegates
proportionally. For instance, the
win for nominee John McCain in
Missouri gave him all fifty-eight
delegates, though he won by only
one percent over Mike Huckabee.
Even in the decisions based
proportionally, the delegates are
decided based on the winners of
the individual town districts, as
opposed to overall percentage
win. In Nevada, for example,
Clinton won the popular vote by
over six percent and yet Obama
came away with one more
delegate than Clinton.
Finally, every registered voter in
America does not get a say in the
election. Specifically, in closed
primaries such as those held in
Connecticut, independents
cannot vote, and in most
primaries, people cannot vote
across parties. Some candidates,
such as Barack Obama and John
McCain, who attract
independents lose the votes of
those who would presumably
vote for them in the national
election. Though these closed
primaries successfully weed out
“across the aisle” voters, they also
deny independent voters from the
voice that a democracy represents.
Clearly, the voting rules limit
some educated voters from letting
their opinion be known.
These clear shortcomings of
primaries, which do not exist in
the national election, suggest that
the primaries should not hold as
much weight as they currently do.
Primaries provide inefficient
means of electing the next leader
of the United States of America.

As U.S. Economy Plummets, Talk of Recession Looms
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Voters gathered on March 4 at the Everman Community Center in
Fort Worth for the Texas primary, one of Clinton’s victories.



SPORTS
By Sam Frasco

The Northwest Catholic boys’
basketball team, led by senior
co-captains Chris Prescott and
Justin Green, finished their
regular season with a final run
of 8-2 record in the month of
February, and earning
themselves an a record of18-5
for the entire 2007-2008 season.
Clearly, “The season went very
well,” remarked Prescott.
The Indians had a huge win
over East Catholic in the second
round of the East Catholic-
Northwest Catholic rivalry on
Friday, February 8th at a
packed home game that many
members of the Northwest
Catholic community attended.
With a lot of pressure on the
whole team, and fighting in an
extremely tight game,
sophomore Julian Harris, junior
Joe Harris, sophomore Jordan
Lewis, and senior captain Justin
Green helped the team pull away

in the fourth quarter for a win,
finishing with a score of 55-43.
This tremendous feat was
accomplished despite losing key
player Dean Spence to an injury
in the first half, and having to
compensate for the conditions
on the wet, slippery floor of the
Johnson Gymnasium.
Afterwards, what seemed like
the entirety of the student body
stormed the court to celebrate
and congratulate the team on
their outstanding victory. The
win was a great accomplishment
for the young team, and was
also the first time theVarsity
boys’ basketball team had
defeated East in four years. “It
felt good, to get that load off
my back and finally win. I think
it was supposed to happen,”
said Prescott. After a proud
night for Northwest, the boys
went on to add five more wins
to their record and then face
East Catholic for a third time in
the Conference final, but sadly

lost despite the outstanding
performance by all of the
players.

The Indians put up an average
of  65 points per game, a statistic
which relied on every player on
the Varsity squad to contribute.
The leading scorer was captain

By Matt Clapis

The Northwest Catholic indoor
track team has been very
successful in the past, winning the
Class S state championship as
recently as 2005. That success
continued throughout the 2007-
2008 season. The Northwest
track team excelled in a number
of  categories, including the girls’
high jump, boys’ and girls’ shot
put, girls’ long jump and girls’
4x400 relay.
Success only comes from having
talented athletes who can handle
the tough competitive world of
indoor track. One of these
athletes is Tiffany Hyde, who
dominated girls’ shot put. She
placed first in the Conference
championships on January 25
and the Class S championships
on February 8, proving that she
is in a shot-put class of her own.
On the boys’ end of shot-put
competition is Brendan Jasper.
Jasper had a very strong overall
season and also took first place in
the Conference championships.
Another exceptional athlete, Ida
Cance, took on the challenge of
mastering multiple types of
indoor track events, including the
high jump and the long jump. She
captured first place in the girls’
high jump, with Taylor Carter
finishing second at the
Conference championship.  Cance
also finished second in the girls’
long jump at Conferences. She
then finished second in the girls
high jump at the Class S

championships, followed by
Taylor Carter in third place.
These are just three stand-out
performers for the indoor track
team this year, but there are many
more who were crucial
contributors to the team. Manny
Simpini consistently had solid
placings in events like the 55-yard
dash while Alden Jasper was a
positive contributor in events
such as the 300-yard dash. Alden
and Manny also teamed up with
Trenton Jackson and Eric
Kennedy to win the boys 800
relay at the Haddam-
Killingworth Invitational.
Genevieve Quinn was always a
dependable runner in the girls’
3200-meter run, while Kristina

Krupa covered the 300- and 55-
meter dashes, with Taylor Carter
also running well in the 300-meter
dash.

The girls finished in 8th place in
the overall standings in the Class
S championships while the boys
finished in 25th place. In the state
open, the girls were able to

combine their skills into a lethal
4x200 meter relay team that took
first place at the Conference
championships. They barely beat
Berlin in a nail-biter, finishing
only one second faster than the
opposing team.
The boys’ and girls’ indoor track
teams both held their ground in
the various invitationals, opens,
and meets they took part in this
year. “Everyone wanted to do
well and worked hard so they
could do their best at the meets,
which you could see in their work
ethic at practice” said junior Mike
Bonfatto. This indoor track work
ethic will surely mold future track
champions, leaving no worry
about the future of the indoor
track team.

By Michael Auletta

From the soccer field to the
basketball court, senior Kristina
Ciotto is always giving it her best
shot, but playing well is not the
only thing that makes her the
athlete of the season. Integrity
kicks in, as well as leadership, the
willingness to help teammates get
to the top of  their game, and of
course, the constant desire for a
state championship. Because of
the attributes she possesses,
Kristina has been a team captain
for both the soccer and
basketball teams. Kristina hopes
to continue her athletic career in
college, and has narrowed her
choices down to five exceptional
schools.

What do you feel you can bring to a
team?
“I feel as if  I bring confidence,
leadership, and most important,
fun, to a team. I try to make every
game and every practice as fun as
possible while succeeding and
working hard.”

Do you have a role model that you
look up to that makes you the
teammate that you are?
“Yes, I’m lucky enough to have
two. My mom and my dad have
always supported me and helped
me become the athlete that I am
today. Everything I do is all
thanks to them.”

Do you set goals for yourself
before the season?

“Yeah, definitely. Before every
season, everyone wants to win
every game and get that banner.
That would be one goal.
Another would be improving
something that I did wrong in
the previous game.”

Do you consider yourself to be a
vocal leader or a strong physical
presence?
“I’d say a little bit of  both. But I
love to talk and be a leader on
and off the field/court.”

Is there anything you haven’t
accomplished that you wish you
had or still could?
“Actually, no. I’ve gotten
everything I have wanted out of
my sports at Northwest. I was
captain of the two best teams at
Northwest, girls’ soccer and girls’
basketball, and on basketball we
won the Conference and got that
banner we have wanted.”

Prescott, followed by captain
Green. Both were a part of the
starting lineup, along with
brothers Julian Harris ‘10 and
Joe Harris ‘09,  and Jordan
Lewis ‘10. Dean Spence also
played a big part in the Indians’
victories by subbing in the line-
up in the forward position. This
combination led to the success
of the team throughout the
winter.
The team took no time off after
the Conference tournament,
continuing to practice every day
after school to make sure they
would be as sharp as they could
be for the upcoming state
tournament. “For the playoffs,
we just need to focus and work
hard. We have to play as best as
we can,” Justin said before the
tournament began. “We hope we
can get a lot of support during
the games.” Northwest headed
into the Class L division of the
state tournament for some
March Madness, beginning with

Seniors Hyde, Jasper, Cance & Carter Lead Indoor Track Athlete of the Season: Kristina Ciotto

an early victory against
Rockville. This was the
program’s 18th consecutive
playoff berth under Coach
Mirabello, who has been the
team’s very successful coach and
a beloved member of the
Northwest community.  The
captains and the determined
seniors, Dean Spence, Brandon
Forrester, and Greg Peterson,
did their best to make the final
games of their high school
careers the very best they could,
but unfortunately came up just
short in the second round of the
state tournament. The boys lost
to E.O. Smith by just two
points, with Prescott scoring a
total of  40 points.
While the season ended in a loss,
the team has to be proud of
their work this year and, with
starters returning, Coach
Mirabello and the boys’
basketball team will surely be
back in top form again next
season.

Reaching Class L State Tourney, Boys’ Basketball Achieves Winning Record

Scenes from a Rivalry

Jordan Lewis sets up for a clutch
free throw in the win against East.
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Senior co-captain Brendan Jasper
flexes his muscle in the shotput.

Excelling in the high jump, senior
Taylor Carter competed well in

the event at the state meet.
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Kristina Ciotto, #2



By Caitlin Kearns
& Lauren Kent

The Northwest Catholic girls’
basketball team had a very
successful season, led by their
captains, Kristina Ciotto,
Anastasia Feola, and Rebecca
Hopkins. The girls finished the
season with a record of 18 and 5,
earning the title of Co-Champion
of  the Northwest Conference. In
a year that was supposed to be
for “rebuilding,” the girls rose
above the expectations and came
out as winners. With the new
coaching staff and the success in
the 07-08 season, this year’s team
has given the program hope for
the future.
The team motto of “we” had a
significant impact on the team
and their morale. As senior
Rebecca Hopkins says, “I will
miss the bond with my
teammates. The competitive
atmosphere from being on this
team will never be replaced.” With
eight seniors graduating, senior
night was very emotional for all

the players as they played their
last home game in the regular
season. “Walking down the green
pathway to half court, it really set

in that this was it,” Anastasia
Feola recollects of the night. With

a victory over Berlin, it was a
perfect ending to the season.
During February vacation, the
team avenged a late season loss to
East Catholic by defeating them
in the semi-finals of the
Conference tournament, before
losing to the Berlin Redcoats in
the final. On February 27th, the
team competed in the second
round of the state tournament
versus Pomperaug, a very tall and
aggressive team. Although the
team played hard and with
passion, they were unable to
overcome their opponent. The
first half  was very intense, with
numerous fast breaks and
extreme hustle from the Indians.
At the half, the score was tied at
18. In the third quarter, after
falling behind, Northwest made
an unbelievable comeback, cutting
an 18-point deficit to 5, with the
help of sophomore Mary
Frailey’s defensive effort.
Although playing with the same
amount of hustle and desire,
Northwest was unable to
suppress Pomperaug. Sophomore

Jenniqua Bailey had a great game
and there was a positive effort
from Ally Mullings as well.
Despite their heartbreaking loss,

the team had anything but a
disappointing season.

By Jacyln Diaz

It is not just the moves, the cheers,
and the flashy green and white
uniforms; it is the endless spunk,
the utmost dedication, and the
bond of sisterly love
that has allowed
Northwest’s
cheerleading team this
season to be one of the
best. Just ask co-
captain Courtney
Carroll, who describes
the team as “my second
family…no matter how
crazy they are!” This
may be true at times,
but the girls really
know how to focus and
work toward success.
In fact, they even placed
first in their division at
the “Take One Cheer
Challenge” Competition
in New Fairfield on
Saturday, February 23rd. Head
coach Christine Michaud boasts
that she “saw them perform their

best routine. All of  their stunts hit
and their routine had a lot of
energy…Seeing them perform the
way they did…makes me feel
confident that they will do well.”
Although there is no award given

for the girls’ entertaining and
encouraging role during the
Varsity boys’ basketball games,

they each certainly deserve one.
Co-captain Ashley Reyes even
reflects that sometimes toward
the ends of  high-energy games,
such as the games against East
Catholic, the cheerleaders have to

“run for their lives” to
avoid being rushed by
the ecstatic crowd.
Because Northwest has
such a young squad,
with one senior, two
juniors, one sophomore
and seven freshmen,
Michaud is convinced
that “the future looks
very bright for
Northwest Catholic
cheerleading.” We all
owe these girls who
display nothing but
happiness and
determination during
games, and truly add to
the Northwest spirit.
Don’t you think doing

a round-off back handspring in
front of the entire student body is
pretty impressive?

By John Whiting

Improving from a scant 2 wins
last year to an astonishing 9 wins
this season, the Northwest
Catholic hockey team showed
their powerful determination to
overcome this season. After only
the first four games of the season,
they already beat the previous
year’s record and were off  to a
very promising start. From the
beginning, senior captains Joe
Angelico, J.P. Jordan, and Ryan
Vaughn had a place in the State
Tournament in their sights. In
thess seniors’ sophomore year,
the team had reached the first
round of the competition, and so
now as seniors and captains they
had the goal of reaching States
again.
Using the experience of the six
seniors and
seven juniors, the
team was able to
mentally and
physically
prepare to play
against tough
teams such as
E.O. Smith,
Norwich Free
Academy, Rocky
Hill-RHAM, and
East Catholic.
Strong wins
against
competitive
teams like Windsor, Hall,
Shelton-Wilbur Cross, and Fitch-
East Lyme-Ledyard also helped
to give the team more confidence
and assisted in the push toward
their ultimate goal of making the
state tournament. This year’s
season was not without its low
points, such as difficult losses to
powerhouses Farmington, East
Catholic, and North Branford,
but the team always persevered
and was able to get into the first
round of the state tournament,
ranked in the top eight teams of
their division.
Unfortunately, the team lost 4-3
to Southington in overtime in the
first round of  states. However, it
was nothing short of an
impressive game for both teams.
Angelico was excited to score
Northwest’s first goal of the
game, and then Northwest scored

a vital point in the last sixteen
seconds of regulation time, tying
the score at three and forcing the
game into overtime. Sadly, thirty
seconds into overtime,
Southington snuck the puck into
Northwest’s net, winning the
game. Angelico says, “Everyone
played with their hearts on their
sleeve and I could ask no more
from any of them.” The loss was
obviously frustrating, but it was
impossible for the team to be too
disappointed after having had the
best record in the history of
Northwest Catholic hockey and
improving so much from last
year.
The future of the team will only
be brighter.  Senior captain
Jordan states, “The program will
continue to excel and improve
with each new season; next year

the team will have a solid core
with many returning sophomores
and juniors.” According to senior
captain Angelico, the class of
2012 also has a promising set of
skaters coming in to push the
team even further into the state
tournament in the years to come.
The tremendous hard work,
perseverance, and enthusiasm of
this year’s hockey team has paid
off, and the captains and players
could not be any prouder of their
outstanding achievements. The
team has begun a lasting tradition
of success that will continue for
many years to come. The feelings
of Angelico in this final quote are
undoubtedly shared by the other
two captains and Coach
Melanson: “I couldn’t
be…prouder to be a part of this
NWC hockey team and I wish to
thank them all.”

Cheerleaders Place 1st in “Take One Cheer Challenge”Hockey Reaches States for 2nd Time

By Jake Spignesi

The Northwest Catholic swim
and dive team made a splash this
season. Led by captains Josh
Garcia, Paul Vignati, and
Stephanie Frazao, the team
accomplished a record of four
wins and five losses. When asked
about the season, senior captain
Paul Vignati had this to say: “I
can’t lie about it, we had a great
season. Sure, on the surface
people will look and probably
just see the wins and losses, but
it’s much more than that. We
worked hard, but always made
sure to have fun while doing so,
and we gave it our all at every
meet.” New coaches Danahey
Bonner and Kate Gallagher were
major contributors in the fun
that the team experienced this
season. It was a rookie season for
both coaches, but they clearly
knew what they were doing. “We
have excellent coaches. They bring
a young, fresh vibe to the team.
They’re really nice and love to

have fun and on top of it all
they’re great motivators. They
inspire us to push ourselves and
try our best,” said junior Chloe
Scobee.
The season was definitely
different from last year, but not in
a bad way. “This season wasn’t as
statistically impressive as last
year. We didn’t break any major
records, but in my opinion that
didn’t really matter. We always
managed to have fun and enjoy
ourselves, from everything to our
coaches and team unity, to ‘Bears,
Trees, and Stones’ and Fun
Fridays,” commented junior
swimmer Kara Moras. For those
that don’t know, ‘Bears, Trees,
and Stones’ is a game brought to
the team by Northwest swimmer
Brian Pepin, a newcomer to the
team. A combination of  ‘Rock,
Paper, Scissors’ and ‘Sharks and
Minnows’ the game quickly
became a team favorite and was
played every Friday at practice,
always managing to boost the
entire team’s morale.

A highlight of the season was
senior night versus Middletown.
Despite being a tough loss, the
meet was enjoyed by all. The
graduating seniors were Ali
O’Connor, Nora Regan, Liz
Kallfelz, Stephanie Frazao, Chris
Brown, Paul Vignati, and Josh
Garcia. When asked about the
meet, Ali O’Connor said, “Senior
night was very meaningful. We
didn’t win, but it didn’t matter.
Everyone showed their support.”
The team competed in the state
tournament on March 1st. The
swimmers from Northwest who
competed were seniors Paul
Vignati and Josh Garcia, juniors
John Hug and Chloe Scobee, and
sophomores Ryan Thomsen and
Robby Kunkel. Paul Vignatti
broke the 100 Butterfly Nutmeg
Record at 53:18, and John Hug
broke the 500 Freestyle Record at
4:46. With many freshmen, strong
supporters, and new coaches,
Northwest swimming is a strong
force.

Girls’ Basketball Brings Conference Championship Home to Northwest

Swim Team Works Hard to Move Past the Competition

The squad leads the crowd with “spirit fingers” during a
free throw at the Boys’ Basketball team’s win over East.

Senior Joe Buda attempts to get the puck past Hall.

Sophomore guard Ally Mullings gets
out in front of the opponent.

Coach Karl Herbert stressed the
idea of being both a team on and
off the court. Anastasia Feola
states, “This season wasn’t just
about basketball, but about life
lessons like working together.
Having a group of people work
for the same goal was incredible.”
As the JV team was very
accomplished (with only one
loss), it looks as if another great
record next season can be
expected, carrying on the strong
foundation that was set by the
senior leaders. The tri-captains
predict that heart, hard work,
and talent will bring continued
success next season as they will
have to rely on each other for
support. Even though the girls’
basketball team lost in the end,
they gained more from each other
than they would have from
adding another “W” to their
record. Rebecca Hopkins explains
that “this season taught each
player more than just x’s and
o’s....It taught us life lessons that
will never be forgotten.”
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Keeping her eyes on the ball,
Jenniqua Bailey ‘10  plays solid
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